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Lighting
 

Mast Light
Cast in bronze or aluminium in a variety of finishes, this light is wired to
accept a reflector type halogen bulb up to 20w. It has a hinged, glazed door
and brass or chrome cable gland. Also available for wiring through the back.

Part No. Length Flange Diameter Bulb Holder
7203/BR/M/CL 41⁄8"         105mm 31⁄16"            80mm SBC
7203/BR/CL 71⁄2"         190mm 5"              125mm BC

Weatherproof Guarded Light
In two sizes, these traditional lights are of all brass construction with a
polished finish. The strong guard screws onto a seal in the base and protects
the clear glass.

Part No. O.A.Length Projection Bulb Holder
7207/BR/M/CL 61⁄2"         165mm 31⁄2"            85mm SBC
7207/BR/CL 113⁄8"         290mm 41⁄8"          105mm BC

Weatherproof Guarded Light (bulkhead fitting)
Similar to the above, these lights are of all brass construction with a 90 degree
bracket for fixing to a bulkhead.

Part No. Material Height Width Projection
0751/GM/SD Bronze / sand blasted
0751/GM/PO Bronze / polished 5"  31⁄16"  31⁄2" 
0751/CP Bronze / chrome plated 125mm 80mm 85mm
0751/AN Aluminium / anodised

Brass Chrome Diameter Projection
0390/BR 0390/CP 61⁄2"       168mm 2"      50mm

Roof Light (without switch)
Coated metal back plate with pressed brass front bezel and frosted glass.
SBC bulb holder - max 12w. Available in brass or chrome.

 

Gem Gimbal Lamp
British made from polished brass, the fount is weighted to maintain a vertical
alignment and it comes complete with a 1/2" burner and chimney.  Overall
height with glass: 9" (230mm).  Projection: 6" (150mm).
Part No. 0307/BR

Smoke Shade & Arm
This polished brass smoke shade & arm is designed to suit the 0307 gimbal
lamp and is recommended to protect the deckhead from the heat of the lamp.
The arm is 6" (150mm) long and the shade is 4" (100mm) in diameter.
Part No. Arm : 0320/BR/A/150
Part No. Shade: 0320/BR/S/100
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